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EXPOSITION 

The committee have bestowed on the subjects referred to them the deliberate attention which their importance 
demands; and the result, on full investigation, is a unanimous opinion that the act of Congress of the last 
session, with the whole system of legislation imposing duties on imports—not for revenue, but the protection of 
one branch of industry at the expense of others—is unconstitutional, unequal, and oppressive, and calculated 
to corrupt the public virtue and destroy the liberty of the country; which propositions they propose to consider in 
the order stated, and then to conclude their report with the consideration of the important question of the 
remedy.  
 
The committee do not propose to enter into an elaborate or refined argument on the question of the 
constitutionality of the Tariff system. The General Government is one of specific powers, and it can rightfully 
exercise only the powers expressly granted, and those that may be necessary and proper to carry them into 
effect, all others being reserved expressly to the States or the people. It results, necessarily, that those who 
claim to exercise power under the Constitution, are bound to show that it is expressly granted, or that it is 
necessary and proper as a means to some of the granted powers. The advocates of the Tariff have offered no 
such proof. It is true that the third section of the first article of the Constitution authorizes Congress to lay and 
collect an impost duty, but it is granted as a tax power for the sole purpose of revenue—a power in its nature 
essentially different from that of imposing protective or prohibitory duties….The facts are few and simple. The 
Constitution grants to Congress the power of imposing a duty on imports for revenue, which power is abused 
by being converted into an instrument of rearing up the industry of one section of the country on the ruins of 
another. The violation, then, consists in using a power granted for one object to advance another, and that by 
the sacrifice of the original object. It is, in a word, a violation by perversion—the most dangerous of all, because 
the most insidious, and difficult to resist… 

 

PROTEST 

The Senate and House of Representatives of South Carolina, now met and sitting in General Assembly, 
through the Hon. William Smith and the Hon. Robert Y. Hayne, their Representatives in the Senate of the 
United States, do, in the name and on behalf of the good people of the said Commonwealth, solemnly protest 
against the system of protecting duties, lately adopted by the Federal Government, for the following reasons:  
 
1st. Because the good people of this commonwealth believe, that the powers of Congress were delegated to it, 
in trust for the accomplishment of certain specified objects which limit and control them, and that every exercise 
of them, for any other purposes, is a violation of the Constitution as unwarrantable as the undisguised 
assumption of substantive, independent powers not granted, or expressly withheld. 

3d. Because they believe that the Tariff Law passed by Congress at the last session, and all other acts of which 
the principal object is the protection of manufactures, or any other branch of domestic industry, if they 
considered as the exercise of a supposed power in Congress to tax the people at its own good will and 
pleasure, and to apply the money raised to objects not specified in the Constitution, is a violation of these 
fundamental principles, a breach of a well-defined trust, and a perversion of the humble powers vested in the 
Federal Government for federal purposes only. 

8th. Finally, because South Carolina, from her climate, situation, and peculiar institutions, is, and must ever 
continue to be, wholly dependent upon agriculture and commerce, not only for her prosperity, but for her very 
existence as a State—because the valuable products of her soil—the blessings by which Divine Providence 
seems to have designed to compensate for the great disadvantages under which she suffers in other 
respects—are among the very few that can be cultivated with any profit by slave labor—and if, by the loss of 



her foreign commerce, these products should be confined to an inadequate market, the fate of this fertile State 
would be poverty and utter desolation; her citizens, in despair, would emigrate to more fortunate regions, and 
the whole frame and constitution of her civil polity, be impaired and deranged, if not dissolved entirely.  
 
Deeply impressed with these considerations, the representatives of the good people of this commonwealth, 
anxiously desiring to live in peace with their fellow-citizens and to do all that in them lies to preserve and 
perpetuate the union of the State and the liberties of which it is the surest pledge—but feeling it to be their 
bounden duty to expose and resist all encroachments upon the true spirit of the Constitution, lest an apparent 
acquiescence in the system of protecting duties should be drawn into precedent—do, in the name of the 
commonwealth of South Carolina, claim enter upon the journals of the Senate, their protest against it as 
unconstitutional, oppressive, and unjust. 
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